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“"I believe that our educational system and health care system are both over-regulated and 
under-governed.”: Dr. Shashi Tharoor 
 
Speaking at the Exclusive Interactive Session being organized by Indian Chamber of 

Commerce at ICC Premises in Kolkata today, Dr. Shashi Tharoorelaborated on his journey 

through his young years and his inclination towards history and oration from an early age. 

He was especially grateful towards his parents who allowed him to pursue a career of his 

choice at a time when taking up humanities and studying history was surely an unorthodox 

choice for a child who delivered remarkable results in other subjects that has could have got 

him into a bright future as engineers or doctors. Speaking mainly on the value of education 

he put emphasis on parents’ role in allowing children to choose their own career path so 

that they are happy in doing their work that leads to a better society as a whole. 

 

The interactive session also saw Dr.Tharoor taking the audience through his own experience 

at the UN and the various expertise he gained working especially in refugee management. In 

his attempt to motivate the young generation, he felt the need for everyone to push 

themselves and put themselves in challenging positions that test their capabilities and put 

them through mindful experiences. Talking about his experience as a candidate for the UN 

Secretary General, which did not see through as expected, he quoted from the Bhagvad Gita 

that all experiences matter and putting the effort is equally important as achieving 

something as the effort put makes for a positive change and the effort makes for a learning 

experience. 
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The dais was graced bvMr MayankJalanSr. Vice President-ICC, and Mr. KeshavBhajanka, 

Chairman, ICC YLF, Executive Director, Century Plydelivered the formal vote of thanks. 
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